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Talks 

•  M. Vogt (DESY)      “Analytical and Simulation Tools” 

•  J. Qiang and S. Paret (LBNL)   “Poisson solvers for self consistent  

         multi-particle simulations” 

•  A. Valishev (Fermilab)     “Modeling beam-beam in the Tevatron” 

•  A. Burov (Fermilab)      “Beam-beam, impedance and damper” 

•  X. Buffat (EPFL/CERN)     “Stability diagrams of colliding beams” 

•  C. Montag (BNL)      “Beam-beam effects in space charge  

      dominated ion beams” 



M. Vogt 
Analytical and Simulation Tools 

Motivations weak-strong, strong-strong (coherent and collective), 
4D-6D 



6 D multi particle is the ultimate way to have FULL PHYSICAL PICTURE of the BB effects. 
interaction, but time consuming, also parallel computation limited NlogN. Not enough! 

New Technology? Can we make it faster? Simplify where we think is possible (based on 
physical arguments)!  



J. Qiang and S. Paret  
Poisson solvers for self-consistent multi-particle simulations 

•  BB modeling depends on Poisson Solvers 
•  Choice of solver depends on interaction type 
•  Right choice makes things easier (reduce computing time), optimization is FUNDAMENTAL 



A.  Valishev 
B.  Modeling beam-beam in the Tevatron 

•  Develop models to get as 
close as possible to the 
reality  

•   To define how far you are 
from reality! 

•  All data à means 
DIAGNOSTIC as input and as 
out-put to verify models 

Modeling is essential to track improvements or 
degradation of performance and spot the sources 



All modeling should take into account for PACMAN diversities. 
 Confidence in model when LR variations are reproduced. 

We model multi-bunch so we need MULTI BUNCH DIAGNOSTIC to validate 
models. 

A.  Valishev 
B.  Modeling beam-beam in the Tevatron 



•  INTERPLAY of effects is the key to understand the complex picture of beam-beam in 
an operating machine.  

•  Complexity needs step by step understanding and going to the FULL picture.  
•  Different models should  agree within their approximations 

A.  Burov 
B.  Beam-beam, impedance, damper 



→ NHT model predicts very little differences for the cases with and without beam-beam 
In the presence of high damper gain and chromaticity 

Interplay of effects changes stability.  
By increasing complexity in models we get new picture. 

Speculations are useful to boost new ideas but models have to follow the reality,  
bench-mark to data should be a priority progressing with development! 

A.  Burov 
B.  Beam-beam, impedance, damper 



X. Buffat 
Stability diagrams of colliding beams 

Stability has to be ensured at any moment during a fill. 
Modeling as to go on-line with the machine to avoid unforeseen moments? 

Modeling and simulations should follow operation. 
Finer studies offline. 

How can we make BB tools flexible, fast and reliable? 
 



Stability is guaranteed by octupoles, LR, ….all rely on tails particle.  
Can tails be deteriorated? How can deterioration in tails affects stability? 

Detailed studies needed !  
How can we make sure we have the stability we calculate? Halo monitor! 

 

X. Buffat 
Stability diagrams of colliding beams 



Blue beam decay improves 
dramatically as soon as Yellow 
Is dumped 
 
Though DQBB << DQSC, strong 
effect on lifetime 

C. Montag and A. Fedotov  
Beam-beam effects in space charge dominated ion beams 



Beam-beam alone seems armless and dynamics should be 
dominated by Space Charge.  

INTERPLAY of the two effects shows deterioration of parameters. 
Sensitivity to coupling resonances 

 

C. Montag and A. Fedotov   
Beam-beam effects in space charge dominated ion beams 



Keywords: 

  

•  Optimization calculations 

•  Right Poisson solver for right problem! Makes life (computation time) easy 

•  Interplay of effects NOT only beam-beam (SC, Impedance, damper…) 

•  Bench-mark to data during evolution of complex models multi-bunch 

•  Multi-bunch Diagnostic essential! 

•  “On-line” to avoid un-foreseen settings of the machine 

 

 
Thanks you 


